
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Part I - It’s Solo or No Go 
 

 April 18, 2010 – Tom would’ve killed me.  It wasn’t big mileage – only five miles 
to the first night’s camp – but it was a much harder trek than anticipated.  The ups and 
downs over the hard slickrock, the climbing in and out of narrow canyons, the heat and 
the heavy pack made the walk a lot more difficult than I imagined while plotting my 
route at the kitchen table.  And I had the advantage of being fresh – this was day 1.  
We were originally supposed to do this backpack to the Chesler Park section of Can-
yonlands National Park as the last part of a two-week stint in the red rock country of 
beautiful southeastern Utah.  Unfortunately, Tom’s feet took a beating during a hard 
week in Grand Gulch – blisters, hot spots and our entire supply of moleskin.  We de-
cided (me reluctantly) to bag our planned two-day trek in Canyonlands in favor of car 
camping, to give Tom’s feet a break.  

I thought Tom should have given it a shot; the trail looked easy at 1:35,000 
scale, and hey, I felt fine.  I was disappointed that we had to bag it – Chesler Park was 
to be the cherry on top of a spectacular trip that included day hikes in Arches National 
Park and a float down the Colorado River with the family, and a week of backpacking 
and exploring Anasazi ruins in Grand Gulch.  But now I know we did the right thing; 
Tom’s feet couldn’t possibly have made it over the rough and rocky terrain of Can-
yonlands.   

So I’m back now, to finish what I started.  But this time, I’m solo; neither Tom 
nor any other friend or family member could make the trip.  My airline dividend miles 
were about to expire, and I hate leaving things unfinished.  So it was solo or no go; I 
chose solo. 

I’m okay backpacking solo.  Back home I do it regularly, purposely; sometimes I 
really need time alone, just me, my thoughts, a sturdy tree to hug, a small campfire and 
escape from all things civilized, people included.  A solo night or two in the woods 
grounds me. 
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It’s different backpacking solo in an unfamiliar environment, though, and Can-
yonlands is about as unfamiliar from my eastern forest as one can get.  Trees are re-
placed by sandstone needles, red, orange and tan stalagmite rock formations punctur-
ing the blue sky; wooded valleys are replaced by dry canyons carved over the eon’s 
right through the porous sandstone.  On the horizon are the blazing white snow-
capped La Sals, a more majestic range nowhere to be found when matted by the red 
rock and blue sky.  It’s a constant reminder that I’m not in Kansas anymore, which is 
just a bit uncomfortable when solo. 

 The dusty trail cutting through the can-
yons and cryptobiotic soil is even more spec-
tacular than I imagined, and I know I was right 
to come back.  As with all spectacular places, 
even the best pictures can’t fully capture the 
scene; not until a 3D camera that captures 
scale and scent and sounds is invented, any-
way. 
 But by the time I drop my pack at CP4 
in Chesler Park, my back is feeling the strain 
of an overstuffed pack.  On top of the 3 gal-
lons of water I’m carrying (water is scarce in 
the Canyonlands desert), I’ve also got no one 
to share group and back-up gear with – if I 
need it, I alone have to lug it, a definite down-

side to soloing.  So I’ve got a full first aid 
kit, water filter with back-up iodine tab-
lets, a full kitchen and cookware, and an 
extra day’s food – the pounds add up. 

Camp in Chesler Park, an ar-
rangement of the gigantic needles stuck 
in the middle of a desert grassland, is 
absolutely breathtaking, however.  I 
scramble over the rocks, looking for the 
best views, watching the setting sun light 
the rocks ablaze, enjoying the lizards 
and rattlesnakes that flee before my 
boots and the ravens wheeling over-
head.  CP4 has two large, stately juniper 
trees, and my tent is nestled in their 
shade.  There is a narrow break be-
tween Needles behind camp that I can 



scramble through, allowing me a private back porch view of the 
Park.  The secret passageway also funnels the hot desert air 
through it, providing relief from the heat and a place to quickly dry 
my sweaty clothes.  I even find some really cool caves in the rocks 
near my camp. 

 Of course my first 
thought when exploring the 
caves is how much my two 
young sons would enjoy this 
camp!  They would be right 
here under foot, probably 
calling out even more secret 
treasures that I miss from my adult vantage 
point.  Their imaginations would be on fire in a 
place like this, and we’d bond over another 
treasured adventure. 
 It’s with a bit of loneliness that I set up 
camp too; my best backpacking buds and I all 
share in the camp chores and dinner duty and 
are done in no time, leaving more time to relax 
and enjoy the company and the scenery.  Cama-
raderie colors even the most mundane tasks, 
and I’m a bit jealous of the four young ladies 
who walk by my camp, sharing laughter and the 
carefreeness of friendship on the way to their 
camp. 

But I’ve got 
a great front porch 
rock slab outside 
my campsite, the 
perfect place to 
watch the spec-
tacular sunset over 
the distant buttes 
and mesas. Tiny 
bats are feasting 
on winged no-see-
ems that have just 
recently emerged, 
and I can hear 
their frantic wing 
beats when they 
pass near my 
porch.  Sun bolts 



finger around the clouds and mix with the complete silence and the warm buzz of rye 
whiskey, taking away any thoughts of loneliness as I melt into the universal conscious-
ness of sunset, a phenomenon that can only be experienced solo.  (Whiskey, by the 
way, is a necessity when soloing, as it lends just enough false courage to take the 
edge off the primitive uneasiness of a night alone.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

April 19, 2010 – I’m up at dawn, the best time of the day!  It’s a great sunrise, 
and I spend some quality solitude time just sitting on the front porch, enjoying the 
sights and stillness and a sky blue mountain bluebird hawking insects in the Chesler 
Park meadow.  I do have some company for breakfast, as juncos and wrens flit around 
my breakfast table waiting for a crumb or two.  A big 
black beetle tries to make off with my Cliff Bar (yes 
the beetle is big enough he may have succeeded had 
I not noticed!), and the only sound is the whoosh of 
air passing through a ravens’ flapping wings.  An un-
interrupted silent morning is another solo gift. 

Today is a day hike to Druid Arch, and I’m 
thankful to not have to shoulder my full pack, al-
though I can still feel the nylon straps digging into my 
shoulder blades in remnant soreness.  The scenery is 
spectacular, even when I leave Chesler Park for Ele-
phant Canyon.  It’s only a seven mile round trip to 
Druid Arch, an easy jaunt without a full pack.  The 
arch itself is spectacular, a huge towering monolith 
over the end of the canyon.  I spend some time at the 
arch, eating my solitary lunch while spying on a cou-
ple who share the view and a sandwich.  I miss my 
wife, and long to share the smell and taste and feel of 



this place with her; pictures won’t convey the meaning, and we’ll never share this 
memory.  Maybe we can come back together someday; I’ve always wanted to do a ro-
mantic backpack somewhere spectacular, and this place would certainly fit the bill.   

On the way back to Chesler 
Park, I stop at a spring near Druid 
Arch and fill every available con-
tainer I have – this is the only reli-
able spring I expect to encounter 
in Canyonlands, so this water has 
to last another two days.  The 
spring is a lot better than I ex-
pected, too, creating a free flowing 
clear stream that is easy to filter 
from.  Another unexpected find on 
the way back is a series of caves 
that are 10-15 degrees cooler than 
the 80+ degree heat of Elephant 
Canyon; I enjoy the coolness on 
an extended break before heading 
back to camp. 

The second night at CP4 yields the comfort of familiarity, a luxury when traveling 
solo, which is why I’m more prone to solo trips in familiar surroundings back home.  
With no camp to set up, I have more time tonight, and I enjoy my wind tunnel chasm, 
where my sweaty cloths dry quickly in the hot desert breeze.  The clouds are building 
so I make dinner under the protection of my camp caves tonight, retiring to my back 
porch veranda to watch the sunset.  The clouds clear, and once again I’m treated to a 
fantastic sunset.  And once again I wistfully long for 
someone to share the sunset.   

But can you really share a sunset, or is it only 



between you and the sun?  Everyone experiences it 
differently, through their own lenses of experience and 
beliefs and their sense of where they are in time and 
space.  I am totally aware of the colors streaking 
across the sky, and I can see them change as I stare.  
I am quiet and content and enjoying the show.  Would 
having a companion here with me enhance or take 
away from the experience?  Would they be as en-
thralled as I am, right at this moment?  Or would a 
pesky mosquito be bothersome to a companion to the 
point that they would disturb my enjoyment because of 
their distraction?  I miss companionship, but I also love 
the solitude, and I decide that the sunset is my present 
from the desert to this lonely traveler, and it is enough.  
I am blessed to have enjoyed two spectacular sunsets 
from my camp, and I am content.   

Alone at night in my tent, however, I am worried 
about water.  There is very little of it here, and all that I 
pumped today will have to carry me 10 miles to the 

Colorado River.  The trail drops 
1,000 feet in the last four miles, is 
very steep and rocky, has little 
shade, and is usually 5- 10 degrees 
hotter than the surrounding terrain.  
The ranger advised that I shouldn’t 
count on being able to pump from 
the river; it is so silty that it could 
clog my pump.  I’m solo, in the de-
sert, and I most likely won’t see an-
other hiker in that section of the 
park.  After studying the map by my 
headlamps glow, I decide that I do 
not want to risk not having enough 
water tomorrow to get to the river 
and back.  I decide I will do a shorter 
hike to a promising section of the 
Grabens area, and make the water I 
have now last the next two days. 
 April 20, 2010 – Not a good 
night’s sleep, lots of worry on my 
mind, mostly about water, but also 
about heading even more remotely 
into the Canyonlands wilderness.  
There is no one to watch my back 
here, and I am acutely aware that I 
am solely responsible for my well 



being and safe return.  I have planned well enough, and I am confident of my plan and 
have left detailed instructions if I don’t return as scheduled, but the remote chance of 
something going awry has disrupted my usual sound wilderness sleep. 

But because I am solo, I can move up my plans when I wake up and pack up 
earlier that expected.  Hey, when you are solo, you set your own timetable, there is no 
waiting for later-sleeping companions or scheduling skewing lollygaggers.  My fully bur-
dened pack, complete with 2-1/2 gallons of water, is hefted laboriously on to my back, 
and my feet are on the dusty trail by 8 am, a time unthinkable in a group setting when 
tearing down and packing up camp. 

I bid adieu to Chesler Park, 
enjoying the view back across the 
meadow to where CP4 tucked me in 
for two nights.  I’ve now entrusted my 
well-being to that most familiar of de-
sert travelers, the trail cairn.  I’ve 
come to a new appreciation for these 
humble stacks of rocks, some elabo-
rate, some a mere two or three rocks 
that is only inconspicuously out of 
place unless you are looking for 
them.  I take pictures of the cairns 
that have been lovingly constructed 
in arch form, or those lucky enough 
to border some blooming desert wild-
flowers.  I check my trail cairn neck-
lace, and continue along my invisible 
lifeline, my solo desert safety net. 

The cairns lead me to the most fascinating part of the hike.  After missing the 
subtle turnoff at first, I drop down a 25 foot sandstone staircase into the Joint Trail.  
The sun disappears into a narrow slot high overhead, all that is visible from the bottom 
of the chasm, and the trail darkens into a labyrinth of sheer walls.  The trail cuts 
through some sections that are so narrow that I have to take off my oversized, over-
stuffed pack and drag it through behind me.  I push and pull and crawl through the 
sandstone maze, following the cairns for dear life, but thoroughly 
mesmerized by the environment – I have never hiked through a 
section of trail like this in my life!  The boys and Mark and Tom, 
they would absolutely love this hike!  I try to take pictures (come 
on, we’ve all seen the awesome pictures of a dwarfed hiker 

bathed in a lone spot of sunlight at 
the bottom of a great chasm!) but 
alas, I cannot get such a picture 
solo… 
 I emerge from the Joint Trail 
dusty and scratched and bent try-
ing to contort my too big pack 
through the narrow passage, but 



exhilarated and with renewed energy.   
After traversing a canyon reminiscent of Elephant, I climb through a towering 

rock passageway and emerge in another fascinating section of the park, the Devil’s 
Pocket.  It’s another flat meadow surrounded by fascinating rock formations, and hiking 
through the spectacular scenery lightens the massive load on my back.  At the end of 
the Pocket is an awesome campground, campsites tucked neatly into hidden rock al-
coves.  Of course I think of bringing the family back to the Devil’s Kitchen campground, 
especially the camp completely enclosed in a sandstone enclave. 

I take an extended break at the Devil’s Kitchen, shed my completely sweat-
soaked shirt, and relax and enjoy lunch on a cool rock under a shady desert oak tree.  
It is very hard rationing water – Mark would totally hate it.  I know I am not drinking 
enough in the desert heat; my urine is dark yellow.  I’ve got to make what water I’m 
carrying last at least another day and a half, so there is no use worrying about it.  And 
wouldn’t you know it, right about now a day hiker joins me under the oak, and offers 
me a liter of water before he departs!  Holy shit, thanks dude, what a lucky break for 
me!  I guzzle the entire liter before returning my pack to its now uncomfortable position 
on my back and continuing down the trail. 

About a mile from Devil’s Kitchen I start scanning the promising area I saw on 
the map last night for possible campsites.  I carefully scramble up a dried up wash and 
don’t find a suitable camp, but I do discover an Anasazi lookout post, carefully posi-



tioned to have great views in the valleys on either side of the lookout.  I wonder if any-
one has been to this lookout since it was mysteriously abandoned 900 years ago.  
Once again, it’s one of those great finds that would have been great to share with 
someone. 

Another mile down the trail and another scramble up a desert wash leads me to 
another sandstone butte in the Grabens section of the Park, where I carefully pick my 
way to the top.  Wow, the views from the top are fantastic!  From a perch under a Utah 
juniper, I peer down 1,000 feet into Cyclone Canyon.  Using my binos, I can see the 
Lower Red Lake Canyon trail I was just on as it ox bows around my butte, and I have 
sweeping views across the tablelands and down into to vast network of canyons and 
grabens.   

Wow, this is an awesome 
place for a camp, perched on a flat, 
tan sandstone rock, a precipitous 
drop on one side, a wind-blown and 
stunted juniper on the other.  The 
bizarre rock formations and red can-
yons stretch out in all directions, 
and the sky is an endless sea of 
blue.  There is not a single artifact 
of anything from our modern civili-
zation anywhere in my expansive 
field of view – and being solo, my 
solitude is complete.  So naturally, 
there is no need for sweaty clothing, 
either; it dries on the rocks as I set 
up camp atop my very own Island in the Sky.  I’m completely unburdened, and it’s an 
exhilarating feeling!  

Once camp is set up, I set off to explore the butte.  At the topmost rock tower I 
mark a great place to come back to watch the sunset; a mule deer antler is tucked into 
a secret hidden alcove that would make a great hideout.  Violet-green swallows and 
black and white swifts buzz by on the warm currents, so close I almost duck, before 
they veer off on a dime.  And I find an even better place to set my tent, but the per-
fectly flat area protected by a giant fallen pinyon pine on one side is covered with cryp-
tobiotic soil, and my one night’s comfort is not worth destroying decades of work by the 
tiny organisms that, literally, stitch the desert landscape together and prevent it from 
blowing away in the wind. 

 I find shade in a small cave over-
looking Cyclone Canyon, and I doze in 
between lunch and a little light reading, 
the perfect activity for avoiding the 
worst of the late day heat.  After dinner, 
I retire to the high point of the butte.  
Unbelievably I see a hiking party of 
three, two females and a male, trekking 
into Cyclone Canyon at this late hour!  



They drop their packs and begin fanning out in different directions; my guess is that 
they planned on getting to the Colorado river also, but now realize they aren’t going to 
make it, and are looking for a camp.  After fifteen minutes they all return to the trail-
head, and amble off trail and out of view into the bowels of the canyon. 

I’m sure they have no idea they were being watched, perched as I am like a vul-
ture high up on the canyon roof.  I feel a little voyeuristic, but I’m more lonely than any-
thing.  This is my third night solo in the Canyonlands, and I’m longing for some com-
pany.  I even briefly consider dropping down to the valley floor with what’s left of my 
whiskey, and stopping by to say hi to the neighbors.  But just like I decided in Chesler 
Park when the four young ladies strode by, I realize that they are out here looking for 
their solitude and camaraderie, too, and probably don’t want to be bothered by a 
stranger.  So I settle back into my comfy thermarest atop my lookout and watch an-
other fantastic sunset while sipping whiskey before retiring to my tent. 

April 21, 2010 – Damn, didn’t sleep that great again, wonder why?  Could be 
because I slept on a rock, not like a rock, I guess.  Anyway, I’m up and packed and off 
the butte early today, and as soon as I join the main trail heading back to Devils’ 
Kitchen, I run into the trekkers I spied upon last evening.  They are a family from Colo-
rado, mom about my age, and a teenage son and daughter.  We share enjoyable con-
versations about wilderness and solitude and other trips past, and when I mention I 
thought about joining them with some whiskey last night, mama said she would have 
broken out her ukulele in celebration.  Damn, sounds like it would have been fun!   



Or maybe I’m just longing for some companionship – and relief from the heat.  
Even this early in the morning the sun is unrelenting, and I duck under whatever trees 
or canyon walls offer even a little shade.  When I get near the four-wheel drive accessi-
ble Devil’s Kitchen campsites, I’m still walking in the shadows when I surprise two 
young ladies running around their camp in bra and undies.  Whoops, I feel like a 
naughty voyeur again, but it does put a little spring into my step. 

I feel great this morning, and after a lunch break decide to take the long route 
back through the Needles to get back to the trailhead.  The scenery is great, I’m glad I 
chose the route I did, but my water is nearly out and I’m rationing hard now.  A storm is 
brewing on the horizon, too, so I step up the pace while reducing my water intake; I fig-
ure I’ve got plenty of water in the car. 

The sun is nearly unbearable, and my ass is really dragging by the time I do fi-
nally make the trailhead about two in the afternoon.  It’s great to get out of my sweaty, 
dusty clothes, but the water that has been sitting, cooking, inside the locked car in the 
sun for four days is not refreshing at all.   

I try, unsuccessfully, to out race the storm back to Moab, but it catches up to me 
in the Abajos, about the same time that my dehydration catches up with me.  I had so 
been looking forward to an ice cold beer, hoping to stop at the first convenience store I 
come to out of Canyonlands.  But the convenience mart gets smaller in my rear-view 
mirror as my headache and stomachache clamor only for rehydration and relief, not a 
celebratory brew.  Even after lots of water and a nap in Moab, I don’t feel up to snuff, 
and I postpone after only two beers and a burrito what was to be my solo celebration. 

After a good night’s sleep, I’m back to feeling normal, and have a better per-
spective on the backpacking trip.  Unequivocally, going solo is much better than not 
going at all.  The scenery, the solitude, the adventure and the accomplishment are all 
worth it.  Solo, you learn a lot about yourself, there is an abundance of quiet, there’s 
more wildlife than you see when traveling with the clamor of a group, and the timetable 
and schedule is all yours to set and change.  But alas, there is no laughter, no shared 

memories, a lot more re-
sponsibility and a much 
sorer back, and a more 
subdued celebration at 
the end.  Solo won’t be 
my first choice most of 
the time, but it has its 
place and it own unique 
rewards, and I’m glad I 
chose to come back to 
Canyonlands solo. 
 
 
 

 
 
 



Part II – Adventure in Moab 
 

April 22, 2010 – The cold front that moved through last night brought howling 
winds, lots of lightning and heavy rain, but in the wake of the front temperatures have 
cooled dramatically.  I zip my down jacket up tight under my chin, and breathe deep 
the refreshing chilly air.  The tops of the red mesas that surround Moab, Utah are 
frosted with white, the rain obviously changing to snow sometime overnight, painting 
the town postcard perfect.  How invigorating after the dusty heat I’ve endured over the 
last four days!  I’m inspired and excited to hop on a mountain bike and enjoy the next 
part of my desert adventure. 

Last night I wasn’t so sure I would be biking today.  I felt downright lousy, and 
entertained just lounging around town today if I didn’t feel better.  But that seems like a 
distant memory after a hearty, warm breakfast.  I pick up a few supplies from the gro-
cery store, rent a bike, and then load the car and head out to the hills of the Islands in 
the Sky section of the desert. 

I don’t have a campground reservation for the next few nights, and there is an 
off-road vehicle gathering of some sort in town this weekend, and they’ve booked all 
the first-come first-serve BLM campsites up the Hwy 128 Colorado River corridor, and 
the Hwy 279 river corridor south of town.  So I figure the big (50+) Horsethief Camp on 
the Islands in the Sky mesa will be my best bet to find a spot.  And sure enough, there 
are plenty to choose from. 

After setting up camp, I hop on my rented back.  Wow!  It’s been over a decade 
since I bought my last hard tail mountain bike, and I’ve been reading about the techno-
logical advances to mountain bikes since then.  But nothing could prepare me for the 
pure joy and bliss of riding a full suspension bike, complete with rear suspension lock-
outs for the uphills and the uncompromised stopping power of hydraulic brakes.  I did-
n’t even get a top of the line bike, just a relatively cheap (although it still cost me more 
per day than renting the car!) Specialized Rockhopper, and it totally rocks!!! 

The freedom of a new bike, the crispness of the air and the stiff breeze, the 
bright blue sky filled with puffy white 
clouds, and the freshly white-washed 
La Sals set against the red rock can-
yon country creates an intoxicating 
brew.  I tear over the red dirt, getting 
a feel for the bike and just totally en-
joying everything about this freedom.  
Freedom from the heat, freedom from 
the heavy load, freedom from my 
beige cubicle, freedom from my feet 
as I roll slickly across the mesa top.  
Wow, I feel like a little kid again, rid-
ing a bike with total abandon and 
glee.  Yes, glee is the right word; I’m 
absolutely giddy with joy over the 
simple pleasure and freedom of rid-
ing a bike!!! 



I explore the surrounding plateau heading towards Dead Horse Point State 
Park.  Cowboy Camp, another first-come first-serve BLM campground, is absolutely 
spectacular!  It is only a couple hundred feet higher than Horsethief, but that makes all 
the difference.  There are only 8 very private sites, but all eight have spectacular views 
across the never ending vista – the Henry’s, Abajo’s and La Sals are all in magnificent 
display on all sides of the horizon.  I wish I would have come here first before setting 
up at Horsethief!  I briefly consider racing back to Horsethief camp, tearing down and 
re-setting up here, but the pull of riding overpowers, and I pedal off to the horizon.   

The Intrepid Trail system in Dead Horse Point State Park is the perfect place to 
ride today, a recently developed and non-technical 11 mile loop system that offers 
easy but fun riding, and spectacular views down into Canyonlands and across the pla-
teaus to the magnificent snow-capped La Sals.  Ride as fast as I can, testing the limits 
of my machine and my lungs, until I’m stopped dead in my tracks by the next fantastic 
view!  I truly haven’t had this much fun is a long, long time!!!  I repeat the fun sections 
of the route again and again. 

Of course all of this adrenaline pushes me further than I should have today, and 
I arrive back at Horsethief Camp at dusk, exhausted.  A great dinner around a campfire 
while throwing back a few Captain Bastard’s Oatmeal Stouts and the apropos Full Sus-
pension Pale Ales, capping an absolutely perfect day.  I hit the sack in content exhaus-
tion shortly after sunset. 



April 23, 2010 – The plan this morning is to drive to Mesa Arch, the iconic 
poster arch for Canyonlands National Park.  I’d like to be there at sunrise, so I’m up an 
hour before.  I’m tempted to blow off Mesa arch and just start riding now, and I think I 
should have done that when I see twenty photographers lined up at the arch.  But the 
sunrise show is truly spectacular, so glad I didn’t miss it.  The pictures, the view, the 
magic of the scene, are well worth the wait and the crowds. 

I also decide to scale Aztec Butte and check out the Anasazi ruins.  No one is 
there; the solitude and the ruins and the rising sun make for an enjoyable hike.  Then 
its off to the Green River Overlook, another tourist attraction but again well worth the 
stop, as the views down into the canyons and Monument Basin are fantastic. 

But I’m back at Horsethief by 9:30, and after a quick brunch, I’m on the bike at 
the MOAB trails at the bottom of the plateau by 11.  These trails are a lot more tricky 
than the Intrepid system, and that’s great – I want to test my skills beyond yesterday’s 
joyride.  Following a red line painted on the slickrock, my bike and I weave and dip and 
take corners and catch air as the trails get more technical.  As I gain confidence in the 
bike and myself, speed increases, and I can’t believe I’m executing some of the ma-
neuvers that would have thrown me from my hardtail back home.  What a difference a 
good full suspension bike makes!  I totally enjoy the ride! 



At rest and lunch breaks I’m treated to magnificent views into the Windows sec-
tion of Arches National Park, under a cloudy and threatening sky.  The wind forces my 
jacket on, and rain drops fall for a while, but again it is exhilarating riding in the rain.  
Wow, once again I feel like a kid, getting pure, simple enjoyment out of just riding a 
bike.  Fantastic!  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

After four days of backpacking and two of riding, my legs are shot, and I’m just 
plain tired.  The beer on ice in the car tastes great, and I wrangle up a well-needed 
shower at a nearby campground before taking the bike back to Moab, reluctantly.  
More beer and a good hot burrito at Eddie McStiffs top off another great day. 

 
April 24, 2010 – A short hike at sunrise on the 

plateau starts my last day in the desert.  I’m sad to 
leave, but satisfied with my adventures, and anxious 
to get back home.  The longing for company, for 
home, for loved ones, is intensified because I’ve 
been solo all week.  But the trip was definitely worth 
it, no doubt – I would do it again in a heartbeat, al-
though maybe next time it will be more biking and 
less backpacking, and hopefully with some compan-
ions. 

Traveling back to Grand Junction, CO to catch 
my flight, finishing the last of my breakfast oatmeal 
stout, I’m treated to pronghorns bounding through 
the grasslands along Interstate 80.  A big smile, 
thinking back on the week just passed, and looking forward to the reunion at home.  
And then, right past the “Eagles on Highway” sign, a big golden eagle swoops down 
and alights along a grassy knoll.  Wow, what a great way to end my solo adventures in 
the desert! 














